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Quarto. 4pp. San Francisco, April 11/14, 1864. A long letter written by E. L. Goodman to Phebe
Bradstreet of Bennettsville, New York, in which he describes conditions for farming and cattle grazing,
and the rise of violence since 1849: “… here has been a great deal of murdering a going on through the
country and robbing then in forty nine, they have gone in for lynching them up that is the only way to
stop them …”
Phebe Bradstreet was the wife of Edward L. Bradstreet, a descendant of Major General John Bradstreet,
a famous British army officer of the French and Indian War. As can be gleaned from the letter,
Goodman was a family friend of both Phebe and Edward before he left for California. A few modest
stains and light toning to the folds, very good or better. The letter is mostly easily legible with obvious
misspellings, silently corrected and with punctuation added in the following excerpt:
“Miss Phebe Bradstreet I must write you a few lines to let you know that I have not forgot you … life is
uncertain, I wished I had been here ten years ago, this has been one of the greatest chances for men or
women that I’ve seen, I think I will have … the greatest chances for making money and losing money.”
“… here has been thousands of acres of land laying idle now it has been taken all up so you have to
buy second handed … it was a sight to travel over these lands and think what a country this was made
fore white men, also to think what fools has come to this country and gone back without locating
land here, I suppose they came out of the mountains they thought they had seen the elephant the poor
fools. Edward Bradstreet if you and I had been here in them times we could had all of the money now
that we should wanted fore life without going in the mountains, we could had some of the best farms
that man would ever want and city lots … the greatest wheat country … the hay is bountiful it is the
wild oat they cut it green … cattle will fat on it and sheep here is thousands of sheep the best kind and
thousands of cattle here.”
“… it is a sight to see the herds of cattle and sheep, this country will beat the world fore such things
and the mineral it will be one of the richest, the country is not begun to be explored yet thousands
will lose their lives with the Indians and robbers they get out of provisions and can’t find no water they
must die they are a getting more cautious also cattle and mules their traveling animals … here has been
a great deal of murdering a going on through the country and robbing then in forty nine, they have
gone in for lynching them up, that is the only way to stop them, they have hung some forty (or more),
they would watch people a coming from the mines and shoot them, they have robbed and murdered
over one hundred a fifty last fall and this winter all of the time but there is men out now after them.”
“We have had some three shakes of earthquakes one of them gives us a good shaking … but that is
nothing after you get used to such things, it has got a big plantation to shake down … If they don’t
keep quiet we can raise a big army here, we are over one hundred thousand strong in this city … and
would flock in at the sound of another nation the Copperheads have to keep quiet here the city is on a
good look out for them, the Irish are [ ? ] of them here … you bet this city keeps better order here than
New York … I hope to hear that you are all well and doing well … I shall have to stay a spell longer, I
am again to San Jose, how long I shall stay I cannot tell at present …”
An historically important eyewitness account of life in and around San Francisco during the early
1860s. [BTC#424916]

